Curriculum Vision
‘Our curriculum gives our pupil’s broad and balanced opportunities to improve their knowledge and
skills in preparation for life beyond school. The curriculum promotes pupils ’academic and personal
development and enables pupils to develop their independence to take their next steps with
confidence and resilience to cope with their new challenges.’
Structure
In order to meet our pupil needs, we have 2 pathways broken down into different curriculum areas,
this supports pupils at different learning stages.
Curriculum Drivers
1. Thematic Curriculum: All aspects of learning are linked through our theme creating opportunities
for deep learning across the curriculum.
2. We have placed great importance on the learning of PSHE which is broken down into the
development of: Life Skills, Social Skills, Mental-health and Well-being, Self-Care, Relationships and
Sex Education. The aim of this curriculum is to not only extend into other areas but to be as practical
as possible to give our pupil’s the opportunity to develop the necessary skills for life through
contextualizing learning where possible.

Personal Development in the Curriculum
Spiritual, Moral, Social and Cultural experiences, incorporating the British Values are embedded not
only across the curriculum and specifically into Religious Education and PSHE, but beyond the
curriculum as part of our daily work to continually support the personal development of our pupil’s.
Assemblies, ‘Thought of the Week’ as well as occasional curriculum drop days offer further
opportunities to develop learning and understanding beyond the daily curriculum to support the allround development of our pupil’s.
Physical activity in and beyond the classroom further promotes these values and we recognize the
relevance of this in our pupil’s daily lives. We feel it is very important for pupils’ to begin each day
accessing the Wake and Shake program. Beyond PE lessons, pupil’s take part in Swimming, Forest
Schools, regular competition and leadership tasks all providing enriching opportunities for pupils to
develop their spiritual, social, moral and cultural experiences. ‘Sports Week’ offers a wide variety of
different sports and competition and brings the whole school community together.
Creative Arts also supports our pupil’s personal development through the celebration of music in
assemblies, external visits to develop our pupil’s cultural experiences and termly shows. ‘Creative
Arts Week’ enables the whole school to develop projects and work with other professionals.

Speech and Language
We recognize that our pupil’s need help to enable them to communicate their wants and needs in the
most effective way, our Speech and Language Therapy Team support all the communication needs of
our pupil’s and work effectively with our teachers to embed this into the pupils everyday learning.
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Winchelsea School Structure:


The school caters for pupils from 4 – 16 years.



There are 17 classes ranging from Reception to Year 11. Classes have a maximum of 12 pupils,
with at least 2 teaching assistants. 5 of these classes are taught off-site in our satellite
provisions.



Satellite Provision:
Old Town: KS 1
Canford Heath: KS 2
Magna: KS 3



Pupils are taught in classes based upon ability, age and social dynamics. Classes will generally
have a mix of between two and three year age groups.



The school mostly operates on a Primary Model where pupils are taught by their class teacher
for Math, English, ICT, PSHE, RE and ‘My World’ (History, Geography and Science). They are
taught by specialists for PE, Creative Arts, Forest Schools and in KS 3 Home Cooking.



Pupils can have access to 1:1 therapeutic support during class time, from one of our
intervention teams.



Speech and Language support is available to the whole school through all lessons, as a school
we recognize that this is instrumental to their learning.



Speech and Language support can also be given either in 1:1 therapeutic sessions or in small
groups.



Classes are reviewed annually, however where necessary pupils may move classes due to need
identified during the year, this is within current legislation and guidance and taking into account
best practice within special needs education.



Due to the need and age of our pupil’s we provide different curriculums to meet pupil need
and therefore assessments within those curriculums are also different.



All curricula aim to give our pupil’s a broad and exciting curriculum to prepare them for the
world and through all areas there is greater emphasis and time allocation given to PSHE/Life
Skills.
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Curriculum Intent
Explorers: Oceans
Pupils begin their learning journey following the EYFS curriculum in Reception. The focus is on
developing the three prime areas on the EYFS curriculum: Communication and Language, Physical
Development and Personal and Social Development whilst developing the specific areas through the
thematic curriculum. This is a developmental curriculum, which not only focuses on pupils achieving
their early year’s goals but will also prepare pupils for the curriculum moving forwards, a readiness and
desire for further learning. Additionally children will develop curiosity, independence, resilience, risk
taking, relationships, a belief in themselves, and a genuine and lasting love of learning.

Seekers: Starfish and Oysters
Pupils continue with development towards their Early Learning Goals and prepare them for either the
Discoverer’s Pathway (life skills learning) or Early Enquirers Pathway (subject specific learning).
Additionally children will develop curiosity, independence, resilience, risk taking, relationships, a belief
in themselves, and a genuine and lasting love of learning.

Early Discoverers: Octopus and Puffin
This curriculum recognises that many of our pupils have a range of complex learning difficulties and
disabilities; and it is the combination of two or more of these difficulties that the curriculum is designed
to meet through a personalised learning approach. Pupils learn best when learning is related to their
own experiences. Some pupils may learn through structured play, this approach encompasses
engagement and the development of thinking skills, creative learning and movement and is designed
to be developmentally appropriate. Where there is a need for specialist provision such as sensory
approaches to learning, targeted speech and language sessions and where relevant, occupational
therapist support. It enables all pupils to take part in activities that are engaging, meaningful to them
and provide relevant and challenging goals.

Discoverers: Dolphin and Otters
Pupils are working fundamentally on a life skills approach to their learning, they are beginning to follow
some subject specific learning at the lower developmental levels as we aim for pupils to become a
literate communicator, a mathematical thinker as well as acquiring early learning skills, pupils will learn
more effectively through functional activities and topic-based approaches. There will be opportunities
to complete accredited courses where relevant, and where there is a need for specialist provision such
as sensory approaches to learning, targeted speech and language sessions and where relevant
occupational therapist support.

Early Enquirers: Penguins and Coral
This is the beginning of subject specific learning, pupils will be developing their early skills on the
learning ladders through practical application. Through the thematic curriculum pupils are developing
their skills in phonics, reading, fine motor skills and developing their key concepts in Maths.
Pupils are given extended time in PSHE to develop their early life and social skills.

Enquirers: Sea Lions, Lobsters, Seahorses, Manatees, Seals and Stingray
Developing on from the Early Enquirers to show greater depth of learning through the learning ladders
of each subject specific area of learning. There continues to be a strong emphasis on PSHE and pupils
at this stage begin their Careers program.

Enquirers KS 4: Orca and Manta
Accreditation will enable pupils to gain qualifications across the curriculum in areas where they have
mastered skills to prepare them for further education and employment. The two classes represent two
ability groups reflected in the different accreditation. The careers programme includes; transitions,
college visits, careers interviews and work experience also helps to prepare them for their next steps.
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Curriculum Provision
Explorers: Early Years Foundation Stage
Ocean learners follow the EYFS curriculum. The key areas on the EYFS curriculum are
Communication, Language and Literacy, Physical Development and Personal and Social
Development.

Seekers
This continues the EYFS development and plays a diagnostic role in establishing which of the
two Winchelsea Pathways the pupil will follow.
Early Discoverers
Early Enquirers
Engaging and responding
Beginning formal learning
Discoverers
Enquirers
Life Skills based Curriculum
Subject specific learning focus: life skills.

Key Areas of Learning
My Communication
My Problem Solving
My World around us
Community Visits/ PSHE/RE
My Play
My Physical and Sensory
PE/Forest Schools/Swimming
My Creativity
Arts Award: Art/ Music/ Drama

English
Maths
My World
History/ Geography/ Science
PSHE/Life Skills
Physical Education
PE/Forest Schools/ Swimming
My Creativity
Arts Award: Art/ Music/ Drama

ICT is integrated across both pathways
My Future Pathways
Year 7 upwards.

Accreditation Curriculum: Key Stage 4
Discoverers KS 4
Enquirers KS 4
ASDAN Accreditation
Complete units in
English, Maths, PSHE and Employment Skills
through a life skills approach.

ASDAN
Accreditation
Complete units in
English, Maths, PSHE
and Employment
Skills through a life
skills approach.

Functional Skills: Maths,
English, ICT
OCR: Life and Living
Skills – Inc. Home
Cooking, Forest Schools
and
Employability

Duke of Edinburgh’s Award: Bronze Award
OCR: PE Entry Levels
Arts Award: Discover, Bronze.
RE: Core curriculum
PSHE/Life Skills: Core Curriculum
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Curriculum: Time Allocation
Explorers and Seekers Curriculum
Time allocation to different curriculum areas.
Physical Development
Communication
PSED
Expressive Arts
Understanding the World
Math Concepts

4 hours

PE/ Swim or Forest School / Horse Riding

6 hours

Phonics/ Story/ Vocab/ Circle Time/ Rhymes/FMS/
Joint attention time.

2 hours

Across all subjects.

3/4 hours

CiL – across all areas.

3 hours

Community Visits / cooking

2 hours

Taught through the other areas

Summary:
Times are approximate, the learning of the discrete subjects happens throughout all areas of the
curriculum. Learning of the different EYFS framework strands happens through Adult or Child initiated
Learning. Snack time and changing time are also used as purposeful learning opportunities to develop all
strands of the Early Learning Goals.

Discoverers Curriculum
Time Allocation to curriculum areas
My Communication

5 hours

Reading, FMS, Phonics, Speaking and Listening

My Thinking and Problem
Solving

4 hours

Maths Concepts /Practical maths number

My Physical and Sensory
Needs

3 - 4 hours

PE and Swimming every week

My Creativity

2 hours

Art / Music / Drama

My World Around Me

4 hours

PSHE/ Life Skills (inc. cooking)

Forest Schools/Woodland
learning

2 hours a week

Outdoor Education

Skills for Learning/Play

1 hour a week

Optional opportunities to learn

Community Visit

2 hours a week

Linked to thematic learning and life skills
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Early Enquirers and Enquirers Curriculum

English
Math
ICT

Percentage of time allocation to subject areas
20 minutes a day phonics or SPAG
5 hours a week
1 hour S and L
3 hours reading/ writing/ FMS
Coverage: Number/ Geometry (Statistics where
4 hours a week
relevant)
As well as integrated where relevant across all subject
1hr a week
areas

PSHE

3 hours a week

Includes: RSE/ Mental health and Well-being

RE

1 hour a week

Studying the four areas of Religion

PE

2 hours a week

Plus 1 term of swimming

Creative Arts

2 hours a week

Art / Music / Drama – Arts Award

My World

2 hours a week

History/ Geography/ Science

Careers

1 hour a week

Enquirers only

Forest Schools/Woodland
learning

1/ 2 hours a week

All year

Home Cooking

1 hour a week

Cooking skills

Skills for Learning

1 hour a week

Option choices for learning – extending the curriculum.
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Enquirers KS 4: ORCA
Percentage of Time Allocated to subject Areas

Asdan: Pupil Progress Award
English

4 hours a week

Phonics/ Reading and
Writing

Maths

4 hours a week

Number and Geometry

ICT

2 hours a week

Computer Skills and E-safety

Employment Skills

1 hour a week

Work Experience/ Careers

The World Around ME

1 hour a week

Life Skills

PSHE/ RSE/ Mental health and
Well-being

2 hours a week

Non-accredited

RE

1 hour a week

Non- accredited: studying the four areas of
Religion

PE

2 hours a week

OCR: Entry Levels, plus 1 term of swimming

Creative Arts

2 hours a week

Arts Award: Explore/ Bronze

Duke of Edinburgh’s Award

1 hour a week

Bronze

Forest Schools

1 hour a week

OCR Accreditation

Home Cooking

2 hours a week

OCR Accreditation

Skills for Learning

1 hour a week

Option choices for learning – extending the
curriculum.

1 hour S and L
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Enquirers KS4: MANTA
Percentage of Time Allocated to subject Areas
English

3 hours a week

Reading and Writing

1 hour S and L

Additional English or
Literacy Skills

2 hours a week

WJEC Pathways - Entry 2/ 3
Non-accredited.

Maths

4 hours a week

Functional Skills

ICT

2 hours a week

Functional Skills / E-safety

PSHE/ RSE/ Mental health and
Well-being

2 hours a week

Non-accredited

RE

1 hour a week

Non- accredited: studying the four areas of
Religion

Forest Schools

1 hour a week

Home Cooking

2 hours a week

Enterprise

1 hour a week

OCR Accreditation
OCR Accreditation
OCR Accreditation

PE

2 hours a week

OCR: Entry Levels, plus 1 term of swimming

Creative Arts

2 hours a week

Arts Award: Explore/ Bronze

Careers

2 hours a week

ASDAN: Employability

Duke of Edinburgh’s Award

1 hour a week

Bronze

Skills for Learning

1 hour a week

Option choices for learning – extending the
curriculum.
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Curriculum Planning
Curriculum Structure
There is an identified process of long, medium term and short term planning and we follow a three year
thematic cycle. The whole school ‘Curriculum Provision’ document gives an outline of the provision in
each pathway, this is supported by each pathway having an overview document, followed by the
subject areas long term plan and then a more detailed Subject Content Plan in each curriculum area.
This is then adapted by class teachers to allow for progressive coverage of knowledge and skills.
Long Term Plans
Subject leads set out a long term plan to sequence the learning coverage in each curriculum area over
each half term.
Subject Content Plans
Completed by Subject leads for each half term they give detailed information about the knowledge and
skills that are taught at each curriculum phase. An outline of the learning intentions is described at this
level which will then be used for medium term planning by the class teacher.
Medium Term Planning
The class teacher’s overview of subject coverage over the half term period. This is brief but gives the
intended journey of the class over the 6 week period.
Short Term planning
Is completed on a daily/weekly lesson plan by the class teacher, it describes:




The learning objectives for the pupils involved.
How it is intended that these objectives will be achieved for different groups of learners, for
example, how the learning objective will be shared and evaluated (introduction and plenary),
how the learning objective will be delivered and differentiated as part of main activities.
How the pupil will be involved as part of planned activities, for example, how pupils will be
involved in evaluation, how independence will be promoted, will they work in pairs or groups,
and how adults will support them?
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Curriculum Impact and Pupil Outcomes
Aims


Pupils will develop knowledge and understanding in each curriculum area, as outlined by the
subject leader.



Some of our pupil’s will be able to express their own views and assess how well they
understand their work.



Pupils will develop resilience to be able to overcome their difficulties and seek support where
necessary.



Where pupils are not succeeding within their expectations teachers will proactively seek to
offer further assistance or make a referral to seek further support for the pupil.



Pupils have regular opportunities to develop their reading skills and listen to stories.

.
In KS 4:


Pupils will have the opportunity to develop detailed knowledge and skills through appropriate
accreditation courses across the curriculum to allow them to achieve their expected outcomes.



Where relevant, pupils gain qualifications that allow them to go on to the appropriate
destination. (See qualifications and Pupil Outcomes section)



Pupils will have had extensive opportunities to read widely and often to develop their
confidence and support our pupil’s’ independence skills as they transition to the next phase.



Pupils will be prepared for the next stage of their education having followed a comprehensive
Careers program that gives them all the knowledge and skills they require to successfully
transition to their next phase. (See ‘My Future Pathways’ section)

The impact of each curriculum area will be determined through different assessment opportunities at
various times of the year. These assessment opportunities are outlined in the Assessment handbook.
Our expectations for pupil’s attitude and behaviour is highlighted in the next section, ‘Helpful Choices
for Learning.’
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Helpful Choices for Learning




To support our pupil’s to successfully access the curriculum.
To develop strategies to support pupils.
Develop positive learning behaviours through a consistent approach

We have identified 12 ‘Helpful Choices for Learning’ that can be used in the classroom and
wider school community to develop positive social skills, self-regulation and support children
to engage in learning opportunities. We use the script of making Helping Choices for Learning
so that the children begin to understand that these actions/behaviours will help them and that
these are what staff are looking to see.

All 12 ‘helpful Choices for Learning’ can be applied to a variety of situations and scenarios but
typically the following will be used for certain aspects of school life:
Learning:








Ask for help;
Say what is in my head;
Say I don’t know;
Wait and Listen;
Take turns;
Have a go;
Use a strategy – examples of these would be Sentence Strips and Word Webs.
12

Positive Social Interactions: (supported by the Speech and Language team)






Ask for permission;
Take a break – removing oneself from something tricky;
Wait and Listen;
Take turns;
Think of others – the way in which we interact with others.

Self-Regulation:






Ask for help;
Say what is in my head – sharing a difficult feeling / experience;
Take a break – removing oneself from something tricky;
Use a Toolkit – the things that help someone calm and stay calm;
Think of myself – looking after myself and wellbeing.
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Home Learning

We see home learning as important to:









Develop reading opportunities and skills.
Provide an opportunity for either independent or supported learning at home.
Help pupils understand that extra study can result in higher achievement.
Help parents / carers feel more directly involved with their child’s progress.
When necessary assist in meeting the demands of the school’s external accreditation
programme.
Raise self-esteem and confidence.
Support achievement of targets within their Educational Health Care Plan (PPT’s) and additional
therapy programmes.
Work closely with parents /carers in the development of self-help and independence skills and
in the management of behaviour, where consistency between home and school is especially
important.

Consists of:
Home Reading: Share books and stories, reading opportunities.
Develop Maths Skills: Dynamo Maths Programme
Spellings: Relevant classes
Targeted joint work towards specific EHCP targets
Explorers and Seekers Curriculum
We feel it is important for all parents and families to be fully involved in sharing and supporting the
learning that their child undertakes at school. With this in mind all pupils will be provided with a
home/school book in order for communication to be passed on daily.
Parents/carers will receive regular information with suggestions of play activities that can be done at
home with their child, and this will further support the areas we are developing in class.
Enquirers Curriculum
In response to parental willingness to support their child in completing additional learning at home,
class teachers will set tasks each week in the form of spellings, reading or activities related to the topic
being studied. Where possible, more than one night will be given to complete the tasks to give families
some flexibility. We would not wish to put any pressure on parents /carers to ask for home learning.
Discoverers curriculum
All parents/carers are encouraged to read and play with their children. Activities may be sent home to
share from time to time or families may be requested to support their child’s learning by sending in
objects or photographs from home in connection with a specific topic. Teachers are always willing to
give advice on ways of extending learning at home and will send specific materials if requested. The
development of communication skills is a priority for all pupils. For those pupils using specific
programmes such as Picture Exchange Communication Systems (PECs) and sentence books, parents/
carers may be asked to extend this technique into the home environment.
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The Intent of our Curriculum

Subject Information
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Early Years Provision
Aims


All pupils have the best possible provision to develop their skills in an environment that is
interest led where appropriate, through planned purposeful play and direct teaching
opportunities.



Pupils will have opportunities to develop their personal social and emotional skills,
independence, curiosity and resilience. Additionally children will develop risk taking,
relationships, a belief in themselves, and a genuine and lasting love of learning.



Pupils receive an education that they need and that is appropriate to them, and move at a
pace bespoke to each of them.

In the Early Years (Ocean class) we adhere to the statutory guidance and report on progress towards
the Early Learning Goals as detailed in the EYFS Profile.
We aim to provide a broad, balanced and holistic curriculum that is appropriate to children’s needs
and developmental levels which facilitates progress towards their EHCP outcomes. We provide a
dynamic, nurturing and safe environment that belongs to the children, reflects their personalities and
interests, this is supported by quality adult intervention when appropriate enabling children to
develop lifelong skills, be physically healthy, mentally alert, emotionally secure, socially competent,
able and eager to learn. Through this we identify their Characteristics of Learning and monitor their
wellbeing and involvement – crucial to future learning and development.

We aim for our curriculum to provide children with a bank of experiences from which to draw upon to
self-engage, allowing children to show us how they learn, rather than learning through the way we
teach.
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Curriculum Intent
Adult led
opportunities

Adult
initiated
activities
Child
initiated
activities
Indoor and
outdoor
learning
Social and
Emotional
Development

The direct teaching of: communication and language incorporating listening and
attention, which encourages stories and enjoying books. Social, emotional and physical
development skills within the prime and specific areas can be circle time, cookery, snack,
fine, gross motor skills, swimming and horse riding.
Open ended explorative activities with a focus (which could be in any area of learning) in
all areas are developed by allowing pupils curiosity to develop. This includes creative
activities, Forest Schools and Community Visits.
These are planned and purposeful play and exploration opportunities that are within our
pupil’s interests. They offer opportunities for children to learn, rehearse and embed
their skills in multiple contexts, and give an indication of how our individual pupils learn.
Pupils take part in activities that are purposeful and open ended within environments
that are at the heart of their interests. We encourage play, curiosity and exploring skills
and active learning opportunities that are both inside and out.
We promote kindness, risk taking, perseverance and resilience to support pupils’ social
emotional development. A sense of belonging and the ability to contribute to the
immediate and wider community is important for every pupil as is their need to feel
happy and safe. We work with pupils’ to develop a respect and understanding of their
own and others feelings, differences and similarities and how to manage and regulate
these effectively. We recognise that to do this well we need to work in close partnership
with our pupil’s parents.

,

Community Visits
Community visits are an important part of our pupil’s curriculum.
It supports our pupil’s to begin to understanding their world around
them, develop travel skills and helps to contextualise their learning as
well as give them enriching experiences.
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Mathematics
‘Maths is more than numbers and numbers are more than counting.’
Aims


To support our pupil’s to develop a set of thinking tools to help them increase their knowledge
and understanding of the world and make meaningful choices within it.



To provide a range of opportunities for enactive (physical objects), iconic (picture and
diagrams) and symbolic (numerals and symbols) learning so that our young people experience
maths through a mixture of concrete, pictorial and abstract approaches.



To embed fluency, reasoning and problem solving into our Mathematics approach through
varied methods and approaches to teaching the range of maths skills required to not only
progress through the curriculum but to develop essential life skills.



Mathematics is often equated with calculation and numerals, but for our young people it is
important that they are given a range of experiences to support their understandings of
quantity, space, time, patterns, relationships, order and changes.



To support our pupil’s to develop a set of thinking tools to help them increase their knowledge
and understanding of the world and make meaningful choices within it.
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Overview of Curriculum Area: Intent
Explorers,
Seekers,
Discoverers

Enquirers

Enquirers
KS 4

Term
1
2
3
4

5
6

Pupils following these curriculums engage with maths through a range of approaches to
develop their basic Math concepts (focussed around Thinking and Problem Solving Skills
in Discovery). Where relevant they will work through the EYFS framework, personalised
targets or milestones on the Maths Learning Ladder to develop knowledge and
understanding in a way that makes sense to them and helps them to make sense of the
world around them. Maths skills are woven through all learning situations that the pupils
encounter during the day including morning routines, playtime, snack time or lunchtime
or to anticipate and predict changes so that they can respond to a visual timetable. Many
opportunities are made to ensure that the pupils use their skills in practical and life
relevant situations such as cooking, shopping and community visits.
This curriculum involves more traditionally discrete daily maths lessons following the
aspects of the National Curriculum that are meaningful to pupils and linked to our
thematic learning. These themes allow teachers and pupils to explore and spend focused
time on the maths and numeracy involved in that particular topic. Learning is sequenced
through the detailed Thematic Long Term Plan to ensure the progress through the
learning journey, and the steps they need to take to progress their skills and knowledge.
(As identified on the Learning Ladder). Where appropriate this curriculum stage also
prepares pupils for their next stage of learning (Functional Skills and accreditation).
Pupils take the skills they have learnt and apply them to a Functional Skills based
curriculum, as well as additional accreditation including ASDAN. This allows them to leave
school with a nationally recognised qualification, which can then be built upon in both
Post-16 and Post-19 education.

Cycle 3: Example of Subject Intent linked to Thematic Learning
Wonderful World: Shape properties and capacity (junk
modelling). Gather and present data.
Treasure Seekers: Calculations and place value (money). Measure
(distance and time).
Home – Sweet - Home: Money, time and measure (weight).
Shape (properties and size). Prepositions.
Roots, Shoots and Muddy Boots: Operations and
commutation/inverse relationships. Measure (size) and
comparison.
BEE Happy: Number patterns and rules. Shape properties and
patterns.
Winning and Losing: Multi-step calculations and problem solving.
Measure (distance, time and direction.)

Assessment
Against targets.
Learning Ladder skills
and knowledge
milestones.
(Accreditation /
Functional Skills).
Teacher assessment.
Dynamo Maths.
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Cross-curricular Links
STEAM

How does Maths support this?

English Skills

Reading comprehension is fundamentally important for pupils to access written
problem solving. Number formation also involves the same skill sets and fine
motor skills as letter formation. Use of manipulatives such as cubes, blocks,
counters and dice also supports development of fine motor skills.

Cross-curricular

PE provides fantastic opportunities for enactive maths learning and practical
application of number and measure skills. Food Technology and cooking also
require understanding of measure and time and provides a different context to
learn and apply skills. Forest Schools is also another enactive opportunity in a
less familiar context where pupils are free to explore and learn at their own
pace.

SMSC and
British Values

The awe and wonder of mathematics is shared with the children and helps to
explain the world and the mathematical patterns that occur such as the
symmetry of snowflakes or the stripes of a zebra. We talk about the wow factor
when the pupils make connections in maths.
At the beginning of topics the hook is used to engage pupils and to show how
maths is used in the real world.
Social education in Maths gives the greatest opportunity for pupils to work
together collaboratively during exploratory work.
Pupils consider the development of shape patterns around the world in
particular tessellations and the symmetry of buildings. Pupils discuss the use of
Mathematical language and how it is a universal language used worldwide.

Geometry, shape, measure, statistics calculation skills are all essential
foundational elements of STEAM. Securing pupils’ knowledge in these areas
allows them to access more aspects of the curriculum, at a more challenging
level.
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Curriculum Support
Provides support to key groups of pupils across the school as identified by teachers and progress data;
Year 7 catch-up, PPG pupils, high achievers and those who require support to access exams. This
supported happens in small groups in class and some 1:1 sessions and uses the Dynamo Maths
framework. Dynamo Intervention is an award-winning intervention programme that delivers a
personalised, triple pathway (lesson plans, on line activities and worksheets) of developmental activities
in small, cumulative steps. Its strength lies in the way it offers multiple engagement routes so that the
same skill is learned and consolidated in different ways whilst harnessing the pupils’ senses, emotions,
verbal, visual, auditory and kinaesthetic skills. It provides the interventionist multiple opportunities to
see where the barriers lie so that the teaching approach can be precise and continuously shaped by the
pupils’ responses. The program uses a graduated approach as recommended by the SEND Code of
Practice using four important stages:

Extra Opportunities/ Celebrating Maths





Maths is the underpinning academic component for many of our sports activities, secure
knowledge of ordinal numbers allows us to celebrate our success!
We celebrate maths across the school on World Number day, and throughout that week run a
variety of challenges from coin stacking to whole school bingo to raise awareness of the
importance and relevance of Maths.
Maths skills also play a key role in our regular enterprise activities such as the Christmas Fayre,
coffee mornings and activity planning.
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English: Reading
Aims
For all our pupil’s to harness a love of books and stories with as many pupils as possible developing
their skills to be able to enjoy reading, so that their Worlds become bigger and more exciting because
of it.
We use stories to further support the thematic learning of the half term, through fiction or non-fiction
texts.






Have opportunities to access a variety of texts, genres and authors.
Access a phonics curriculum at the appropriate level for their development.
Read individually, in small groups and as a class on a regular basis.
Develop functional reading skills to support their independence.
Establish skills required for accessing appropriate accreditation.

Curriculum Intent
Explorers &
Seekers

Discoverers

Enquirers

Enquirers
KS 4

Term
1

2

3

Our Explorers and Seekers classes’ reading curriculum involves developing associated skills
such as sequencing, top/bottom, front/back, left/right discrimination, and looking after
books. Additionally it is vital our children develop their skills in listening, attention and
discriminating sounds through regular listening and attention activities such as joint
attention, and daily rhymes and songs. We aim for our children to develop a love of literature
– reading for pleasure. Pupils are introduced to Jolly Phonics programme where appropriate.
The Discovery curriculum provides opportunities for pupils to experience and engage with
books, rhyme and develop Phase 1 phonics skills. Pupils are introduced to Jolly phonics
programme where appropriate. In addition we aim for pupils to experience, listen to and
look at a range of texts and stories within their whole curriculum.
The Enquirers curriculum focusses on developing the phonics skills, through the Jolly phonics
programme, required to access the curriculum. Alongside this, pupils will develop their
comprehension skills. As well as creating opportunities to experience a breadth of texts
through lessons, one to one reading, guided reading and class reading time which provide
insights to different cultures, topics, worlds and times.
Pupils within the Navigators curriculum work on skills required to complete their accredited
work or exam (Functional Skills or ASDAN personal progress). In addition we aim to ensure
all pupils are accessing a variety of literature; through lessons, one to one reading, guided
reading and class reading time which allows them to experience and discuss different
cultures, topics, worlds and times.
Cycle 3: Example of Subject Intent linked to Thematic Learning
Wonderful World
 Environmental Narrative (Somebody Swallowed Stanley,
Floodland, Tidy).
 Newspapers and reports about recycling and plastic
waste.
Treasure Seekers
 Adventure/fantasy Narrative (The Pirates Next Door Jonny Duddle, 10 little pirates, Pirates! an adventure
with scientists)
 Poems with Rhythm
 Instructions to find treasure.
Home- Sweet- Home

Assessment
Reading Baseline
Phonics Assessment
Pupil Targets

Phonics Assessment
Pupil Targets

Pupil Targets
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The Three Little Pigs
Non-Fiction texts about Houses and Homes and
historical artefacts.
Roots – Shoots – Muddy Boots
 Narratives (Jack and the Beanstalk, The Tale of Peter
Rabbit, The Tin Forest)
 Instructions for planting.
Bee Happy
 Adventure Narrative (Famous Five, Where the Wild
things are!)
 Wordless picture books (Window)
 Reports about animals
Winning and Loosing
 Reports
 Recounts
 Narrative (Running on Empty, Olympig!, The HundredMile-an-Hour Dog Goes for Gold! Cliffhanger)
 Rhyming Poetry (Ready Steady Mo Mo.)

4

5

6

Cross-curricular Links
STEAM
Maths Skills
SMSC and British Values

Phonics Assessment
Pupil Targets

Pupil Targets

Phonics Assessment
Pupil Targets

How does Reading support this?
Provides pupils with the functional reading skills to access other areas of the
curriculum.
Developing the functional reading skills required for accessing word problems
and Maths accreditation.
Social: Interact with and help each other and exploring the world around us
through a variety of different texts.
Moral: Texts provide opportunities to discuss situations and characters moral
decisions.
Spiritual: Use of texts to evoke emotions of awe and wonder, learning to
respect ourselves and others.
Cultural: Reading texts learning about different cultures and times.
British Values: Through reading a variety of texts pupils can learn about
British Values. Persuasive writing – individual liberty, Non-fiction writing –
tolerance and respect of opinions.

Extended Opportunities/ Celebration:



World Book Day
Reading at home - Pupils have reading scrapbooks that go home to encourage weekly reading
with parents/carers.
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English: Speaking and Listening
Aims
For our pupil’s speaking and listening is the most fundamental skill they will learn, we see this as not
only a crucial part of their learning but integral to everything that they do, across the curriculum.




Be able to communicate, and be communicated with, in the best way for them.
Have opportunities to learn and practise key speaking and listening skills.
Learn strategies which can support their speaking and listening when accessing the curriculum
and for future life.
Develop functional speaking and listening skills to support their independence.
Establish skills required for accessing appropriate accreditation.




Curriculum Intent
Explorers &
Seekers

Discoverers

Enquirers

Enquirers
KS 4

In Explorers and Seekers curriculum speaking and listening encompasses developing all
forms of communicative responses and intent. For some of our pupil’s, Total
Communication teaching includes the use of signing, symbols or ICT systems to support
them. Class staff work closely with the SALT team, where appropriate, to incorporate
recommended tools and strategies to support speaking and listening.
In the Discovery curriculum speaking and listening includes developing all forms of
communicative responses and intent. For some of our pupil’s, Total Communication
teaching includes the use of signing, symbols or ICT systems to support them. Class staff
work closely with the SALT team, where appropriate, to incorporate recommended tools
and strategies to support speaking and listening.
Develop strategies which can support their speaking and listening when accessing the
curriculum and for independence. These include following instructions; taking part in
conversations; social skills with peers; expressing their opinions; answer questions
appropriately; learning and use new vocabulary.
Accreditation: Completing their accredited exam.
Develop strategies which can support their speaking and listening when accessing the
curriculum and for after Winchelsea. These include following instructions; taking part in
conversations and debates; expressing their opinions; answer questions appropriately;
learning and use new vocabulary; using formal and informal language appropriately.

Term

Cycle 3: Example of Subject Intent linked to Thematic Learning

Assessment

1

Wonderful World
 Expressing an opinion/Debating the impact of plastic
pollution or climate change.
 Questioning to find out more about plastic pollution.
Treasure Seekers
 Following a pirate story.
 Innovating and telling a pirate story
 Following/giving verbal instructions to find treasure.
Home- Sweet- Home
 Questioning to find out more about historic items.
 Explaining/Describing houses.
Roots – Shoots – Muddy Boots
 Questioning to find out more.
 Following/giving instructions for planting.
Bee Happy
 Following a story about adventure.

Speaking and listening
Assessment ongoing
throughout year
through observations,
self/peer assessment
and targets.

2

3

4

5

Speaking and Listening
summative assessment
used when needed to
reassess pupils.
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6

 Telling an innovated or invented adventure story.
 Following a conversation with another person.
 Following verbal instructions to
Winning and Loosing
 Debating skills /stating preferences about
 Listening and responding to the views of others.

Cross-curricular Links

How does Speaking and Listening support this?

STEAM

Pupils will develop the speaking and listening skills to access the curriculum:
follow instructions; take part in conversations; express their opinions; answer
questions appropriately; learn and use new vocabulary.
Pupils will develop speaking and listening skills to help access and discuss the
problem solving and reasoning in the Maths curriculum in addition to using
skills to help follow instructions.
Social: Encouraging pupils to work co-operatively, recognising and respecting
social differences and similarities. In addition it providing pupils with a
linguistic framework or tools within which to understand and debate social
issues which can in turn provide opportunities for engaging in the democratic
process and participating in community life.

Maths Skills

SMSC and British Values

Moral: Developing an open and safe learning environment in which pupils can
express their views and practise moral decision-making.
Spiritual: Staff value pupils’ questions and give them space for their own
thoughts, ideas and concerns. We enable pupils to make connection between
aspects of their learning and encourage pupils to relate their learning to a
wider frame of reference – for example, asking ‘why?’, ‘how?’ and ‘where?’
as well as ‘what?’
Cultural: Helping pupils to understand how language changes over time, the
influences on spoken, and written language and social attitudes to the use of
language.
British values: Pupils have the opportunity to demonstrate Mutual respect for
and tolerance of those with different faiths and beliefs in conversations.
There is the opportunity to show an understanding of rule of the law in
conversations and when following instructions and expresses themselves
with individual liberty.
Extended Opportunities/ Celebration:

All celebration days give pupils the opportunity to develop their speaking and listening skills
within a different context.
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English: Writing
Aims



Develop fine motor skills required for accessing the curriculum, independence and writing.
Access a phonics or spelling, punctuation and grammar curriculum at the appropriate level for
their development.
Be provided with a range of experiences, including practical and cross-curricular opportunities
which enable pupils to enjoy writing and to communicate successfully and appropriately in
different contexts.
Develop functional writing skills to support their independence.
Establish skills required for accessing appropriate accreditation.






Curriculum Intent
Explorers &
Seekers

Discoverers

Enquirers

Enquirers
KS 4

Term
1

2

3

In Explorers and Seeker’s classrooms communication and engagement is the main focus
for pupils. Pupils develop their skills in listening, attention and discriminating sounds
through regular listening and attention activities such as joint attention, and daily rhymes
and songs.
Pupils develop gross and fine motor skills through a variety of mark making opportunities.
Experience a broad range of writing activities (shopping lists, letters, notes, stories etc.)
Introduction to Jolly phonics programme where appropriate.
In the Discovery curriculum communication and engagement is the main focus for. Pupils
develop their skills in listening, attention and discriminating sounds through regular
listening and attention activities such as joint attention, and daily rhymes and songs.
Pupils develop gross and fine motor skills through a variety of mark making opportunities.
Experience a broad range of writing activities (shopping lists, letters, notes, stories etc.)
Introduction to Jolly phonics programme where appropriate.
Through the Enquirer’s curriculum pupils develop the gross and fine motor skills through
a variety of opportunities. Pupils continue to develop the phonics, spelling, punctuation
and grammar skills, required to access the whole curriculum, through the Jolly phonics
and Jolly Grammar programme. In addition they will experience a broad range of fiction
and non-fiction writing activities throughout the whole curriculum (letters, stories,
reports, explanations, instructions).
Navigators writing curriculum focusses on them developing the skills required to
complete their accredited exam or coursework. Pupils continue to develop gross and fine
motor skills through a range of activities. In addition to the phonics, spelling, punctuation
and grammar skills, required to access the curriculum, through the Jolly phonics and Jolly
Grammar programme. Alongside these skills pupils will experience a broad range of
fiction and non-fiction writing activities throughout the whole curriculum (letters,
stories, reports, explanations, instructions).
Cycle 3: Example of Subject Intent linked to Thematic Learning
Wonderful World
 Reports about the impact of plastic pollution.
 Letters is response to the impact of plastic pollution or
climate change.
Treasure Seekers
 Adventure Stories
 Explanation Texts about Pirates/Characters
 Poems with Rhythm
Home- Sweet- Home
 Explanation texts about Homes.

Assessment
Peer/ Self-assessment/
Targets.

Independent Writing
Assessment
Peer/ Self-assessment/
Targets.
Peer/ Self-assessment/
Targets.
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4

5

6

 Labelling in non-fiction texts.
Roots – Shoots – Muddy Boots
 Diary Writing
 Instructions of How to grow a plant.
Bee Happy
 Non-Chronological Reports on animals
 Innovation/Invention of narrative
Winning and Loosing
 Recounts of events/trips.
 Reports or sporting events/fixtures.
 Rhyming Poetry

Cross-curricular Links
STEAM
Maths Skills
PE Skills
SMSC and British Values

Independent Writing
Assessment
Peer/ Self-assessment/
Targets.
Peer/ Self-assessment/
Targets.
Independent Writing
Assessment
Peer/ Self-assessment/
Targets.

How does English support this?
Provides pupils with the skills to write about experiments, events,
experiences etc.
Developing the fine motor skills required to form numerals, complete
practical Maths tasks and handle money.
Development of fine and gross motor skills which can be built on in PE
lessons.
Social: Interact with and help each other using a variety of written
communication (letters, reports, blogs, diaries) and exploring the world
around us.
Moral: Writing gives pupils the opportunity to reflect on their own beliefs and
opinions, establishing their own relationship with language. An understanding
of feelings and emotions, identifying what is right and wrong in different
writing opportunities.
Spiritual: Opportunities to evoke emotions of awe and wonder through
narrative writing. Writing is expressive and allows for a reflective process and
the freedom to be creative and experiment.
Cultural: Pupils are given the opportunity to write about cultural experiences.
British Values: Through writing a variety of text styles pupils can learn about
British Values. Persuasive writing – individual liberty, Non-fiction writing –
tolerance and respect of opinions.

Extended Opportunities/ Celebration:
Taking part in creative writing competitions.
Writing to local businesses.
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Personal, Social, Health and Emotional Development
Aims
By ensuring that PSHE is a central aspect of each pupils learning experience, we aim to enable
children to:










Know and understand what constitutes a healthy lifestyle
Be aware of safety issues
Understand friendships and relationships with others
Have respect for others
Be independent and responsible members of the school community
Be positive and active members of a global community
Develop self-confidence and self-esteem, and make informed choices regarding personal and
social issues
Develop understanding of their own bodies and changes
Aspire to economic well-being

Intent: Personal, Social, Health and Economic Education Curriculum
Every pupil has a learning journey made up of descriptors that are designed to map pupils’
development and understanding. This ensures personalised learning, focused on skills that are
important to each individual. Rights Respecting is taught across the whole year and is included in all
areas of the curriculum. Pupils are taught about their rights and encouraged to consider their own
morals and values, whilst understanding the importance of being able to voice their opinion.
PSHE is taught in five main areas link closely to the core themes set out within the programme of
study.
Health and Wellbeing

Relationships

Living in the Wider World

1. Self-Care: Where pupils learn
how to look after themselves to
the best of their ability. This
ranges from toileting and
dressing/undressing to making the
bed, washing clothes and being
able to shave safely.

2. Social Skills: Where pupils learn
the skills needed to be around and
communicate appropriately with
others both in school and out of
school. This ranges from basic play
skills to forming and maintaining
friendships.

4. Physical Health and Mental
Wellbeing: Where the pupils learn
the skills to lead healthy lives, to
learn new sporting skills, to
recognise what they need to do to
feel good. This ranges from gross
motor skills to fine motor skills.

5. Relationship and Sex Education
(RSE): Where pupils are split into
groups based around level of
understanding and sometimes
gender. The aim is to develop
their friendship and relationship
skills, as well as providing a vital
insight into their own bodies and
the changes that happen, the
opposite sex, sexual relationships
and consent and the law.

3. Life Skills: Where pupils
have the opportunities to
develop skills that they are
going to need when they
leave school to have as
much of an independent life
as possible. This ranges from
basic table etiquette to
understanding and
accessing public amnesties.
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Curriculum Intent
The curriculum delivery will depend upon the curriculum pathway and level of learning that the pupil
is working within. This will be clearly sequenced through the PSHE Curriculum Model.
Explorers
and Seekers

Discoverers

Enquirers

Enquirers
KS 4

Term

In the Explorers and Seekers classes PSHE is an integral part of the topic work covered
during the year. At this stage we relate the PSHE and Citizenship aspects of the children’s
work to the objectives set out in the Early Learning Goals (ELGs). Our teaching in PSHE
aims to develop a child’s personal, emotional and social development as set out in the
Early Years Framework. We also support citizenship education in reception classes when
we teach “how to develop a child’s knowledge and understanding of the world”.
PSHE in the Discovery Curriculum follows the PSED work developed from the Readiness
for Further Learning. Pupils are also beginning to develop their skills on the learning
ladder and development of these skills continues throughout the week as part of their life
skills approach to learning.
Pupils have 3 hours of PSHE per week, where there is coverage across the five curriculum
areas, learning wherever possible is practical so that pupils learn through their
experiences. We also teach PSHE as an integral part of all curriculum areas covered
during the year. In addition to this, pupils in Year 7 and beyond have RSE lessons weekly
for two terms of the year. In addition to this pupils also have careers education.
PSHE is delivered at to Navigators through their chosen accreditation – ASDAN Short
Course. The RSE and drugs education modules are delivered by class teachers weekly for
two terms each year. In addition to this pupils also have a careers lesson and follow an
accreditation in ‘Employability’, this covers some aspects of careers and financial
management in preparation for their futures.

Cycle 3: Example of Subject Intent linked to Thematic Learning

1

Wonderful World

2

Treasure Seekers

3

Home- Sweet- Home

4

Roots – Shoots – Muddy Boots

5

BEE Happy

6

Winning and Losing:

Assessment
-Self-assessment
-Pupil work
-Photographs
-Evidence of learning
sheet per pupil for each
-PSHE area taught
-Pupils levelled against
-PSHE learning ladder
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Cross-curricular Links
English Skills

Maths Skills

SMSC and British
Values

How does PSHE support this?
Reading instructions – All
Writing: Completing written tasks on PSHE content.
Speaking and Listening – Social Skills (Play Skills, Conversational Skills,
Friendship Skills, Making Choices and Resolving Conflict)
Sequence and ordering – Self Care (Using the Toilet, Dressing and Undressing,
Hand Washing, Teeth, Bathing and Showering, Hair and Nails, Shaving) and Life
Skills (Setting and Clearing the Table, Washing Dishes, Preparing Food, Taking
Care of the Kitchen, Making the Bed, Managing Household Tools and Repairs)
Money and Time – Life Skills (Out and About, Managing Money, Budgeting,
Using the Telephone, Public Amenities, Leisure Time Activities)
Moral – Life Skills (Good Manners and Table manners, Out and About conduct),
Physical Health and Mental Wellbeing (Understanding and managing
Emotions), Rights Respecting (Class Charters), RSE (Relationships, Sex Rules)
Social – Life Skills (all), Social Skills (Play Skills, Conversational Skills, Friendship
Skills, Making Choices and Resolving Conflict), Physical Health and Mental
Wellbeing (Healthy Lifestyle, Keeping Physically Safe, Identifying Influences on
Physical Health, Understanding Emotions, Keeping Emotionally Safe, Identifying
Influences on Emotional Health), RSE (all)
Cultural – Rights Respecting, Social Skills (Play Skills, Conversational Skills,
Friendship Skills, Making Choices and Resolving Conflict)
British Values - Life Skills (Good Manners and Table manners, Out and About
conduct), Physical Health and Mental Wellbeing (Understanding and managing
Emotions), Rights Respecting (Class Charters), RSE (Relationships, Sex Rules),
Social Skills (Play Skills, Conversational Skills, Friendship Skills, Making Choices
and Resolving Conflict)

Extended Opportunities/ Celebration:
Road Safety Day
PH and M-WB Day
Lunch
Playtimes
Physical Education
Food Technology

Swimming
Educational Visits

Life Skills (Out and About)
Physical Health and Mental Wellbeing (All)
Life Skill (At the Table, Setting and Clearing the Table)
Social Skills (Play Skills, Conversational Skills, Friendship Skills,
Making Choices and Resolving Conflict)
- Self-Care (Use of the Toilet, Dressing and Undressing)
- Physical Health and Mental Wellbeing (Healthy Lifestyle)
Life Skills (At the Table and Eating Out, Setting and Clearing the
Table, Washing the Dishes, Preparing Food, Taking Care of the
Kitchen)
Self-Care (Use of the Toilet, Dressing and Undressing, Showering)
Life Skills (Out and About, Managing Money, Budgeting, Using the
Telephone, Public Amenities, Leisure Time Activities)
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My World: History, Geography and Science
Aims
My World brings together History, Geography and Science to be one of the driving forces of the
thematic curriculum. Our curriculum focusses on the areas of History, Geography and Science that we
feel are the most important for our pupil’s to learn and understand about their World, particularly
their local World around them.





Pupils develop an understanding of the World around them.
Pupils have opportunities to explore their local area.
Pupils become inquisitive about their World.
Pupils have opportunities to take part in practical experiments and outdoor learning to
support understanding and encourage their skills to question and enquire.
Pupils develop Knowledge and are able to recall information.



Curriculum Intent
The curriculum delivery will depend upon the curriculum pathway and level of learning that the pupil
is working within.

Explorers
and Seekers

Discoverers

Enquirers

Enquirers
KS 4

In the Explorers and Seekers classes learning is based on the Readiness for Further
Learning ‘The World around us’. Pupils explore their learning and their local environment
to become familiar with places, routines and procedures so that they can feel safe
interacting and exploring the World around them. In these classes pupils will begin to
develop their knowledge and understanding of their school and local community.
My World in the Discoverers Curriculum follows the half termly theme and is based on
developing an understanding of My World around me. It does not specifically look at
History, Geography or Science but allows pupils to explore key life skills within the topics
through visiting local places and identifying objects to develop their understanding
through practical opportunities within school and their community.
Pupils complete a six week programme of learning based on the topic, this will either be
from History, Geography or Science. It takes the relevant aspects of the lower National
Curriculum skills in order to give our pupil’s the key skills they need to have some
understanding of the wider World put into a context that is relevant for our pupil’s. We
aim to encourage enquiring minds and develop elements of Science that will help them to
engage in their World around them.
In KS 4 pupils do not follow formal learning in My World and will not complete
accreditations in any of these subject areas. However, they develop aspects of these
skills through the thematic curriculum as they continue to learn and understand the wider
World.

Term

Cycle 3: Example of Subject Intent linked to Thematic Learning

Assessment

1

Wonderful World: Reduce – reuse – recycle. Pupils develop an
understanding of materials, they are able to sort and then
consider how they are recycled and the impact that these
materials have on the World around them.

2

Treasure Seekers – Understanding the local history of Pirates in
the local area, learning about smugglers/ our coast line.

-Self-assessment
-Pupil work/ photograph
-Evidence of learning
sheet per pupil for each
half term.
-Pupils levelled against
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3

4

5

6

Home- Sweet- Home: Where we live, about the local area, what
is in my home and why our homes are different, what makes a
house a home.
Roots – Shoots – Muddy Boots: What is a seed, what does it turn
into. Where does our food come from and what ends up on our
plate.

the relevant ladder
statement in the subject
area: History –
Geography – Science

BEE Happy: Living things. What a habitat is, what animals live in
our local habitats. Exploring our heathland and learning how to
look after animals. What is a micro habitat and how can we help
to keep animal habitats safe.
Winning and Losing: The Olympics. Where different countries
are, why people are different from different parts of the World –
all equal and all different. Understanding how to win and lose

Cross-curricular links
English Skills

Maths Skills

SMSC and British
Values

How does My World support this?
Reading instructions: Reading information and stories that are related to the
My World theme, close links with English to support the learning to make
stories meaningful to the theme. There are many opportunities for pupils to
develop their reading skills.
Writing: Completing written tasks within My World content. Developing
writing skills, being able to write well-structured sentences and show
awareness of spellings about my adventures in the local community.
Speaking and Listening – Topic discussion, surveys. Talking to and listening to
unfamiliar people whilst on trips in the local community. Learning to talk about
what I see and hear whilst out and about. Understanding what things are so
that I can tell people about my experiences.
Collating, sorting and counting relevant information about a topic.
Understanding patterns, using number to collate information and statistics to
compare information.
Moral: understanding how we look after our World and each other.
Understanding that we treat nature and each other with kindness so that
everyone is able to flourish and develop to their potential.
Social: Understanding that there are certain expectations on behaviour
towards each other, different social groups and when out and about on school
visits to respond appropriately towards others.
Cultural: Learning about different cultures and traditions, showing respect for
different cultures. Understanding why people have different ways of living and
respecting their beliefs.
British Values: Understanding what it is to be British and through trips and visits
how we can further understand the World around us to be able to cope and
thrive in our local community.

Extended Opportunities/ Celebration:

Exciting starters and fab finishes to share and celebrate the topic learning with the whole
school and parents. Opportunities to have visitors to school relevant to each theme and
take trips and visits out into the local community to develop pupils understanding of the
World around them.
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Information and Computer Technology
Aims
For pupils to have opportunities to develop their knowledge and skills to:






Promote independent use of technology in the home, school and community.
Communicate their thoughts feelings wants and needs with support from ICT when
appropriate.
Express themselves creatively across all areas of the curriculum.
Present information in a variety of formats learning transferable skills for their future
life or employment.
Keep their personal information secure, recognise dangers to stay safe online.

Curriculum Intent
Explorers
Seekers

For children to explore cause and effect in a variety of contexts allowing
opportunities as children begin to display their capabilities.

Discoverers For children to access to explore and engage safely with technology in the home.
The school work in the community to support their independence skills in the
World around them as well as recognising and supporting their developing
interests. Support them to stay safe online.
Enquirers
For children to access computers to present, store, send and receive information
safely and securely. Develop transferable skills to apply to different hardware and
software.
To gain knowledge to identify dangers online, the skills to avoid them or deal with
them independently or seek the appropriate help and support to stay safe,
respectfully and kind online.
Enquirers For children to access computers to present, store, send and receive information
KS 4
safely and securely. Develop transferable skills to apply to different hardware and
software.
To gain knowledge to identify dangers online, the skills to avoid them or deal with
them independently or seek the appropriate help and support to stay safe,
respectfully and kind online.
Some pupils will continue to develop their skills and knowledge to access
accreditation opportunities.
Functional Skills ICT: Entry 1 through to Level 1 or Asdan Pupil Progress:
Developing ICT skills in preparation for their further education next steps at Post
16.
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Term Cycle 3: Example of Subject Intent linked to Thematic Learning
1
Wonderful World Technology around us
2
Treasure Seekers Images and presentations linked to
work produced by pupils
3
Home – Sweet - E-safety linked to online technology
Home
in the home and at school
4
Roots – Shoots
Images and presentations linked to
and Muddy Boots work produced by the children.
Capacity to record data and chart of
growing plans.
5
BEE Happy
Technology in the home and around
us.
6
Winning and
Images and presentations linked to
Losing
work produced by the children.
Capacity to record data and chart of
growing plans

Assessment
Explorers, Seekers and Discovers
Bubble up of experiences –
linked to level of engagement/
independence level
• Class
• School
• Home
• Community
Enquirers
 Complete the ICT log on
ICT ladder
 Minimum of 1 piece of
annotated work per half
term with the skill
performed and the level
of independence.
 (per number of lessons
per week)
Navigators
 Accreditation portfolio.

Cross-curricular Links
STEAM
Science

How does ICT support this?
Recording and measuring opportunities
(scales, software, timers, cameras, videos, observation tools,
circuit resources)
Technology
Developing knowledge and skills of life relevant technology
Engineering
Purple mash design tools to produce nets for vehicles
Programming B-Bots, STEAM Workshop on Lego robots.
Arts
Creative design
(art programs, music apps, game design – purple mash)
Maths
Recording and measuring (time, weight). Producing graphs
purple mash, Excel spreadsheets.
English Skills
Teaching delivery using the interactive white boards
Typing skills
Copying written work to the computer for presentation and leaflets.
Phonics based Interactive whiteboard software in class.
Recordable devices to support planning for writing.
Audio books.
Headphones for stories.
Story board that for comic strip
Communication support software – CIP3
Maths Skills
Hardware for measuring
Dynamo Maths: Curriculum support using software.
Purple mash maths software to produce visual representations of data
Excel linked to accreditation and formulas
SMSC and British Working with others, developing online respect,
Values
Opportunities to be creative through art, music, animation, game creation etc..
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Physical Education
‘We believe that physical education is of huge importance in a young person’s development both
physically and emotionally. Physical education has proven benefits on well-being, confidence,
cooperation, self-discipline and strengthens peer relationships.’

Aims











All pupils access physical activity in a meaningful way.
Physical Education enables our pupil’s to develop a range of knowledge and skills relating to
all aspects of physical development (healthy eating, muscle development, fitness,
sportsmanship and fair play).
Physical Education is fun and enables our pupil’s to develop a passion for sport and activity
and the means to explore this further with our wide range of extended opportunities
Positive attitudes towards physical activity, health, hygiene and fitness.
A sense of fair play and sportsmanship.
Communication skills – both encouraging the use of correct terminology and to promote
effective co-operation.
Working towards independence and leadership.
Opportunities to take part in competition both intra and inter school.
The ability to remember, adapt and apply knowledge, practical skills and concepts in a variety
of movement based activities.

Curriculum Intent
Explorers
Seekers
Discoverers
Enquirers

Enquirers
KS 4

Development of fine and gross motor skills – improving core-stability and engaging in
opportunities to improve health and physical well-being.
Developing Gross and fine motor skills to be able to develop their ability to play a variety
of sports, demonstrating teamwork and leadership. As well as creating opportunities to
improve their fitness, health and physical well-being.
Accreditation: OCR Entry Level 1 – 3
Duke of Edinburgh’s Award: Completion of skills towards Bronze Award.
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Term

Cycle 3: Example of Subject Intent linked to Thematic Learning

1

Wonderful World: Sport outside, mindfulness starters.

2

Treasure Seekers: Pirate theme starters – dances – orienteering

3

Home- Sweet- Home: Healthy plate (home cooked meals)

4

Roots – Shoots – Muddy Boots: Outdoor sports – football,
basketball.
BEE Happy: Animal movement starters and exercises.

5
6

Winning and Losing: Developing pupils’ ability to be resilient/
modest around winning/losing. Sports week focus: competitive
intra School competitions.

Cross-curricular Links
English Skills

Maths Skills

SMSC and British
Values

Assessment
Peer/ Self-assessment/
Targets.
Peer/ Self-assessment/
Targets.
Peer/ Self-assessment/
Targets.
Peer/ Self-assessment/
Targets.
Peer/ Self-assessment/
Targets.
Peer/ Self-assessment/
Targets.

How does PE support this?
Development of subject specific vocabulary relevant to learning activity, as well
as thematic vocabulary where relevant.
Pupils have regular opportunities to practice their speaking and listening skills.
Number is used regularly as is the skills of sorting and organising.
Develop understanding of object permanence. Ordinal number used in different
athletic events, time and timers regularly used in lessons.
Spiritual: PE and sport encourages the development of personal values and
beliefs and an understanding of feelings and emotions by; attending different
sporting events both at School and other establishments, and also supports
building confidence and resilience by the competitive nature of some fixtures we
attend.
Moral: We encourage recognising right and wrong and play games and sports
that have rules, which we teach, and play to. We also encourage the expression
and development of personal views and opinions in PE lessons through the
questioning of our pupil’s.
Cultural: Our pupil’s develop culturally through sport by; exploring and
respecting diversity in the sports we play.
Social: We develop our pupil’s socially through sport by attending fixtures
against pupils from other Schools, playing competitive and semi competitive
matches during lessons and giving opportunity to play sport during play times.
This gives our pupil’s the opportunities to use and develop social skills, to
cooperate and resolve conflicts with others and to be part of a team.
British values: We encourage British values in all that we do in PE at Winchelsea.
We do this in a number of ways, such as; encouraging democracy and the rule of
law with everybody having a voice (through the sports council) and the right to
play a fair game.
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Organisation
Several staff teach PE across the school led by the PE coordinator Mr A. Dunnachie.
The curriculum involves differentiated delivery for all curriculum areas and runs from our EYFS class
through to Year 11. In KS 4 pupils take accreditations.
Throughout the whole school, all pupils take part in ‘Wake up Shake up’ for 15 minutes, five mornings
a week. This involves a variety of structured activities including; wake and shake cardio and dance,
run/walk around the field, high intensity interval training (HIIT) and a variety of class based yoga
exercise activities.
We are also extremely lucky to have an outside gym, which is used by pupils during wake and shake,
at playtimes and during certain lessons. This is also used for some pupils as part of their behavioural
support programmes.

Curriculum Support
On Tuesday and Thursday mornings we have two targeted pupil groups. Tuesday groups focus is to
develop motor skills, PE enjoyment and engagement, and hand eye coordination. Our Thursday group
supports our gifted and talented pupils by developing skills in specific areas, often building up to a
competitive fixture we have approaching with the team representing Winchelsea.

Celebration and Achievements
Achieving Sports Mark – GOLD AWARD
At Winchelsea we aim to participate in as many sporting fixtures and experiences as we can. This is
demonstrated in our recent achievement of the Gold Award, Summer 2019.
Duke of Edinburgh Award: Bronze
This is delivered in school for the first time this year. Pupils enjoyed a day led by experts learning new
camp-craft skills, complete a period of time volunteering, a physical activity, learn or take up a new
skill and then complete the two day expedition.

School Games: At Winchelsea School we play a lot of competitive sport and have represented the
county in both Boccia and Table Cricket at the regional finals since 2018. We also took part in sitting
volleyball – winning first place, athletics, and the schools swimming gala – also winning first place.
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2018 - we were the first special school to participate in the Can Do Games hosted by Rockley,
achieving good results in sailing and canoeing.
Competitive Sport: The Inclusion League
We have set-up an Inclusion League for sporting competitions to work with 5 other local mainstream
and special schools on a regular basis. Each year we take part in several competitions including; New
Age Kurling, Seated Volleyball, Football, Boccia and Table Cricket. This is a fantastic opportunity for
our pupil’s to work with other pupils and experience competitive sport in a calm and supportive
environment, it is also great preparation for Regional and School Games competitions.
Celebrating National Sports week
Each summer we mark national sports week by having a week of sport and experiences for all pupils.
The activities are fully inclusive and provide opportunities for pupils to experience sports that may not
ordinarily appear on our curriculum. It is a very successful week and engagement within the activities
is always very high.
During the week we hold our annual primary/secondary sports day and our sports experience for our
younger pupils.

Special events: We mark special events at Winchelsea and have held several sporting events to raise
money for charities. These events have included; everyone at Winchelsea running/walking a mile for
sport relief, a staff v pupils cricket match and football matches for UNICEF awareness.
Lunchtime sports: We encourage pupils to remain active during breaks and lunchtime play. To this end
we have AFC Bournemouth come in and deliver football sessions on the field for both our primary and
secondary pupils in 6 week blocks. We also offer a range of sport on the playground ranging from
basketball to boccia.
Yoga Programme: We are supported in our Yoga programme by an external provider who gives
support for pupils recognised through OT or Physiotherapy programmes as needing further
development of core stability and movement skills as well as supporting pupils with mental-health
and well-being.
See Sports Premium Information for further information on use of funding.
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Forest Schools
Aims
Forest School (FS) is a unique educational experience and process that offers children the opportunity
to succeed and develop confidence and self-esteem through hands-on learning experiences in a
woodland environment.
Whilst FS supports and develop aspects of the EYFS, National Curriculum and other curricula, it is
primarily concerned with the whole child, their approach to learning and developing self-concept. The
forest school experience and ethos is centred on the child leading in their learning, following an interest
and engaging in their own curriculum. It gives leaders, teachers and assistants a chance to “step back”
and observe child and group behaviour in a different context and setting. The emphasis on all adults
supporting Child Initiated Learning (CIL) enhances understanding and facilitates new or deeper
relationships with pupils based on shared experiences.
The approach of small achievable tasks and a focus on the process rather than the end product helps
pupils:

•

Develop personal and social skills

•

Work through practical problems and challenges

•

Use tools to create, build or manage

•

Discover how they learn best

•

Pursue knowledge that interests them

•

Learn how to manage failures

•

Build confidence in decision making and evaluating risk

•

Develop practical skills

•

Understand the benefits of a balanced and healthy lifestyle

•

Explore connections between humans, wildlife and the earth

•

Regularly experience achievement and success

•

Reflect on learning and experiences

•

Develop their language and communication skills

•

Improve physical motor skills

•

Become more motivated

•

Improve their concentration skills

•

Explore the world through all the senses available to them
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Curriculum Intent
Discoverers
(including
Explorers
and Seekers)

Enquirers

Enquirers
KS 4

Term
1

2

3

4

5

6

Development of gross and fine motor skills. Opportunities to develop pro-social
behaviours and begin to attend and delay gratification. Immersion in a sensory
environment that provides opportunities to be soothed or stimulated by a complete
range of textures, patterns, sounds, aromas and structures at all scales from micro to
macro. Exposure to a range of terrain and opportunities to interact with the environment
through play, exploration and activities with maximum independence. Introduction to
rules/boundaries/format of sessions. Introduction of basic real tools – hammers, mallets,
trowels and forks. Safety procedures
Continued development of gross and fine motor skills and initial steps in the ability to
follow basic instructions and master context-specific sequences. Opportunities to
experience or work with some success with peers and follow instructions from staff. The
opportunity to apply practical skills (tool use, woodland management, navigation, map
making, etc.) to progressively more complex tasks that develop cognition and problem
solving skills in a threat-free learning environment
Experience and become involved in the natural cycles of the woodland. Actively plan, risk
assess and carry out a range of woodland management tasks. The opportunity to develop
tool, climbing, fire and navigation skills linked to shelter building, exploration and other
projects and activities.
Cycle 3: Example of Subject Intent linked to Thematic Learning
Wonderful World
 Rubbish
 Recycle
 Climate change
Treasure Seekers
 Water for who
 Follow the river
 Materials for a voyage
Home- Sweet- Home
 Mini home for the magical…
 A home fit for…me
 Power in the woods
Roots – Shoots – Muddy Boots
 Seed to plant
 Seed – what’s growing?
 Nutrients/ plant life - how does it grow?
BEE Happy
 Busy Bee - Where can I go?
 Ecosystems - We work together
 Helping hand - Manage my land
Winning and Losing
 Woodland Olympics
 Olympics – my own country

Assessment
Peer/ Self-assessment/
Targets
Complete assessment
each half term block
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Cross-curricular Links

How does Forest School support this?

The wider Winchelsea curriculum (particularly SRE, Life Skills, My World, P.E.) can all find practical
means of development and expression in the Forest School setting based on the principles laid out
above and in the Winchelsea Forest School Handbook.
Forest School experiences are central to pupils gaining practical experience across time of seasonal
change in the natural environment and how it affects materials, living things and the nature of pupils’
interactions with it and each other.
FS also provides a wealth of cross-curricular learning (following instructions, team working, safety,
hygiene risk management and awareness) in an environment that demands pupils show maturity,
focus and attention. This is ‘hands-on’ learning that promotes independence in practical, motivating,
confidence-building lessons that pupils enjoy being part of.
STEAM
When the opportunity presents itself and is appropriate, the FS
approach, setting & context blends well with STEAM learning (using
science, technology, engineering, the arts and mathematics as access
points for guiding student inquiry, dialogue, and critical thinking). As
with STEAM, FS seeks to develop pupils who take thoughtful risks,
engage in experiential learning, persist in problem-solving, embrace
collaboration, and work through the creative process.
English Skills
Practical use and development of ability to follow verbal, visual and
total communication cues. Embedding of sequence and use of specific
vocabulary linked to items that can be touched, climbed, compared,
transformed in the imagination or placed in or out of context.
Immersion and interaction in activities and scenarios that drive
communication. Talk, turn taking or non-verbal communication may link
directly to an activity, but it might also be entirely imaginary, tangential
or derive from exploration, memory or recall of a shared experience.
Pupils, through FS routines, have regular opportunities to practice their
speaking and listening skills.
Maths Skills
Number is used regularly as are the skills of sorting and organising.
Weights, measures, volumes and the language of approximation.
Endless practical, concrete understanding of concepts such as
temperature, area, thick/thin, big/small, bigger/biggest, higher/lower,
heavy/light, many/few etc. Help to understand object permanence.
SMSC and British Values Working with others, sharing equipment, developing teamwork.
Following rules clearly set out.
Opportunities to be creative and share expertise and ideas. Being
supportive. Increasing awareness of other’s needs, different cultures,
personal likes and dislikes. Provides pupils with fundamental
developmental experiences to nurture and celebrate our commonality
and diversity; and an excellent bridge for building relationships and the
pro-social skills and behaviours these rely on.
Nurturing and caring for the environment and peers and receiving
nurture in return.
PSHE
Promotes well-being and has very positive effects on mental health.
Extended Opportunities/ Celebration:
Environment Week and Art Week activities.
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Creative Arts
We believe that every child should be encouraged to explore and question the world around them
and, through various creative opportunities, we strive to ignite imaginations and foster confidence in
our young people. We combine the subjects of Art, Music and Drama to form a comprehensive and
exciting approach to developing all pupils’ creativity that builds on their strengths and interests.
Aims




All pupils have access creative art, drama, music and movement in a meaningful way.
Children are encouraged to develop enquiring minds as they are exposed to a wide range of
genres and creative experiences.
Winchelsea pupils will have the opportunity to be involved the Arts Award process with many
gaining recognised qualifications, which will enable them to pursue artistic pathways beyond
school.

Curriculum Intent

The Arts Award inspires young people to grow their arts and leadership
talents. AN opportunity to be CREATIVE, VALUABLE & ACCESSIBLE.
To find out more about the Arts Award Visit: Artsaward.org.uk

Discoverers

Enquirers

Enquirers
KS 4

Some pupils will be following a pre-discover curriculum which focuses on the
developmental matters statements and encompasses fine motor skills as well as early
responses to given stimuli.
Accreditation: Art Award Discover
This diverse group consist a range of abilities and so will be accessing all levels of our
curriculum. These include; Arts Award Discover, Explore and in some cases, gifted and
talented pupils will be beginning their Arts Award Bronze journey. For children who still
need to consolidate their skill set, will continue to use the pre-discover skills ladder to
strengthen core skills such as FMS and concentration.
Most of this particular group of learners will have already achieved their Arts Award
Explore and will be either consolidating their skills and working on individualised projects
or will be beginning their Bronze Award Journey. Navigators will be tasked with planning,
delivering and leading whole school projects and will play a key role in school events
(Christmas services, School Assemblies etc). We encourage older pupils to see
themselves as possible future creatives and we have enjoyed working closely with local
businesses and artists to support our pupil’s learning
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Term
1

2

3

4

5

6

Cycle 3: Example of Subject Intent linked to Thematic Learning
Wonderful World
This topic focuses on the natural beauty on our doorstep.
Linking with 2 local artists, Hilary Buckley and Gina Marshall
the children will explore, research and innovate works of art
depicting natural sites of local interest. Children will take part
in a 4 week collaborative project with the children of Lulworth
and Winfrith Primary School.
Treasure Seekers
This topic culminates in a school production. This collaborative
approach will see the children coming together with their ideas
which will inform the direction of the show as well as the
props, costumes and music. Children from the seekers, early
discovery and explorers will play a large part in learning simple
lines and songs.
Navigators will be planning and delivering a seasonal craft or
art skill to our explorers as part of their accreditation.
Home- Sweet- Home
During this topic, children will learn about basic drawing as
they design and plan their own house design. Using the book
‘Home’ By Carson Ellis, we will explore different types of
adobe. Children will explore using air hardening clay to sculpt
their house. We will also look at texture and impression
making using a selection of found tools.
Roots – Shoots – Muddy Boots
Children will experience working with ‘Makey Makeys’ to
produce sound using vegetables. They will explore percussion
using instruments made from fruit and vegetables. Pupils will
be given opportunities to draw and discover Spring flowers and
learn the basic parts of the flower. Using inks and water colour,
pupils will create distinctive still life paintings which reflect the
season. Discovery classes will make ‘Hope Fairy Gardens’
which reflect the Easter Story.
Navigators will be embarking on a unit focusing on artists that
inspire them.
BEE Happy
Artists studied this term will be Georgia O’Keefe and the
artistic genre of Vanitas. Children will assemble their own ‘still
lifes’ and will be able to interpret the theme so that it has
personal meaning to them. Using found natural objects (floral
and fauna) pupils will make collages, take rubbings and create
pictures. Pupils from the Enquirers groups will be given a ‘set
brief’ to follow and will produce individual projects as part of
their accreditation.
Winning and Losing
Pupils will also look a how lyrics influence the ‘mood’ of a song
or musical genre and we will be working with our ‘zones’ to
deliver this. This term will also focus on developing/ creating
their performances for the Summer Show. The navigators and
enquirers will be involved in every aspect of the show.

Assessment
Peer/ Self-assessment/
Targets.
Composing.
Local Artist Study.
Visual Scores
Visiting musicians
School Show
Composing and
performing.

Music around the world.
Artists who inspire us
Fine motor skills (scissors)
Musical Theatre

Improvisation
Still life
Vegetable Orchestras
Inspiration creation.

Artist Study
Georgia O’Keefe
Vanitas
Working to a Brief
(industry)
Shading and detail in work
Developing a critical eye.

Teamwork
Summer show
Lyrics
Show Songs
Thought and feelings
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Cross-curricular Links
STEAM

English Skills

Maths Skills
SMSC and British Values

How does Creative Arts support this?
Every effort is made to meaningfully ‘link’ in’ with thematic learning (e.g
Exploring fruit pianos by using circuit boards (science) whilst also
incorporating ICT)
Science: Using Makey Makeys to create sounds using fruit acids and
alkalise.
Technology and Design: Making percussion which is fit for purpose.
Working with Local Arts to develop design ideas. Using ICT to create
musical scores. (e.g Exploring fruit pianos by using circuit boards
(science) whilst also incorporating ICT)
Engineering: Designing and physically making stage sets for whole
school shows.
All Art units involve a literacy element; A starting point of a book (e.g
The House That Jack Built, Home)
Subject specific language and vocabulary
Singing helps to develop memory and communication.
Ensemble skills also support communication.
Music: Keeping, creating and innovating rhythmic patterns.
Art: symmetry, ratio and proportion (colour mixing, mixing Modroc etc.)
Every effort is made to meaningfully ‘link’ in’ with thematic learning (e.g
Exploring fruit pianos by using circuit boards (science) whilst also
incorporating ICT)
Spiritual: Exploring the theme of Hope Gardens which reflect the Easter
Story. Recognising awe and wonder in every day moments, cultural
significance and art and music history.
Cultural: Discussing what makes a place a ‘home’ and what does it mean
to belong.
Social: Learning to share and respect equipment. Being encourages to
see art and music as social events where there is a time to listen and
respect others.
Moral: To consider that when we work with others, we must be
respectful and develop teamwork and that we each have a part to play
in this.

Curriculum Organisation
Art
We deliver a ‘total immersive’ approach which works with all the senses to provide stimuli and
encourage creativity. Lessons are child centred and attention is given to pupils developing their own
‘artistic voice’. This is achieved through exposure to many different genres through art history. Pupils
experience working with a wide range of different mediums such as clay, plaster, print, fabric, paper,
glue, pastels and paint. Attention is paid to providing continuous opportunities to reflect upon their
work and that of others.
“Going to the Lush Factory made me feel like I was going to work. I would like to work there in the
future.”
Student from 4MM
We encourage older pupils to see themselves as possible future creatives and we have enjoyed
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Drama
Drama Lessons are child led, with pupils choosing the direction of the overall ‘finished piece’. During
these lessons, pupils will become familiar with warm ups for body and voice, the importance of
listening and turn taking. Older pupils will learn about important theatrical contributors through
history such as Shakespeare, Allan Bennet and Greek Tragedies.

Music
Pupils develop their skills by being hands – on and using a range of instrumentation to explore a
variety of topics. Through exposure to a diverse scope of genres and music styles, pupils develop the
ability to musically express themselves at a place that is appropriate to them. Looking at a specifically
designed programme of music, from formal elements and performance opportunities, through to
learning about the latest music technologies including ICT, pupils are able to build confidence in a
nurturing environment, helping to promote confidence and wellbeing
“I got to use a green screen when making my music video. It was fun to watch it back on the big screen
in the hall,” Student from Stingray Class.

Curriculum Support
We also provide access to extra music support. This can be one-to-one, small group or whole class
sessions. This will enable pupils to receive support to help them access areas of the curriculum more
effectively or to develop pupils that demonstrate that they are gifted and talented in music.
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Celebrations and Achievements
Outstanding Partnership School Link with Poole Lighthouse.
We strive to provide musical, experiences in and out the classroom setting with regular visiting artists
and excursions to see performances in contrasting styles. During clubs we run a choir, samba band
and support cross curricular links through our thematic learning.
Visiting Artists, Visiting Workshop, Local Exhibitions in Gallery Spaces, Linking to Industry (Lush)
Making and selling products for enterprise, working with other schools, skill sharing between
curriculum groups and termly showcase of work across the Creative Arts Curriculum.
School Productions
At the end of the Autumn and Summer Term pupils take part in a school production which combines
art, music and drama. This interdisciplinary event is hugely celebrated within the year and pupils and
families look forward to watching their child shine.

Celebrating Creative Arts Week
This is a week of child-centred, mindful creative endeavour. Through
multi-sensory and various different mediums, children will explore a
plethora of artistic genres. Focused and industrious. Pupils have
opportunities to ‘Have a go’ at learning new skills within the
classroom and school setting. The whole school community will
exchange ideas, techniques and approaches to the creative arts.
We celebrate all the Arts through music and drama workshops,
external visitors and an
opportunity to share work and perform as a school.
This is an exciting opportunity to see our young people
producing meaningful and inspiring work of which they
can be proud.
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Religion and World Views
Aims


Provoke challenging questions about the ultimate meaning and purposes of life, beliefs about
God, the self and the nature of reality, issues of right and wrong and what it means to be
human;
Develop pupils’ knowledge and understanding of Christianity, other principal religions, other
religious traditions and non-religious worldviews such as Humanism. Nurture pupils’
awareness and understanding of beliefs.
Encourage pupils to develop their own sense of identity and belonging, to enable them to
flourish individually within their communities and to act with personal responsibility.
Offer opportunities for personal reflection and spiritual development, encouraging pupils to
develop the ability to be still, to think deeply, to reflect and to appreciate times of stillness
and silence;
Challenge pupils to discover and reflect on issues of truth, values, belief and faith.






BCP Locally Agreed Syllabus, Any Questions

Curriculum Intent
Explorers
and Seekers
Discoverers

Enquirers

Enquirers
KS 4

Term
1

2

3

4

Pupils have the opportunity to engage appropriately for their level in ‘thought of the
week’ sharing stories and experiences. Pupils have lots of opportunities to experience
awe and wonder through regular community visits.
Pupils will benefit from learning opportunities which allow them to engage with religious,
moral and spiritual stories and to name key religions, figures and symbolic objects. They
will be able to name their own beliefs and recognise that others may have differing
beliefs. They will be encouraged to retell religious, moral and spiritual stories.
Pupils will benefit from learning opportunities which allow them to retell religious, moral
and spiritual stories, describe the key figures, symbols and practices of a variety of
religious, humanist and secular beliefs. They will be encouraged to develop their
understanding by asking questions about religious beliefs and practices and on a variety
of world views.
Pupils will benefit from learning opportunities which allow them to ask questions about
religious beliefs and practices and on a variety of world views. They will learn about the
impact of religious and secular beliefs on the lives of individuals and communities and be
able to compare and contrast evidence of religious and secular beliefs from a range of
sources.
Cycle 3: Example of Subject Intent linked to Thematic Learning
Wonderful World: Learning about being special: Special me,
special town and special world. Learning about being special
through the story of Buddha. Introducing Buddhism as a belief.
Treasure Seekers: Learning about the value of life, valuable
objects and valuable people. Learning about the value of Jesus
to the world. Introducing Christianity as a belief.
Home- Sweet- Home: Learning about what religion looks like in
the home. Introducing Islam and secular beliefs and continuing
to develop an understanding of Christianity.
Roots – Shoots – Muddy Boots: Learning about the Garden of
Eden, The Tree of Knowledge and The Bodhi Tree. Continuing to
develop and understanding of Christianity and Buddhism.

Assessment
Pupils provided with
varied, dynamic and
differentiated learning
materials that
encourage them to
explore a range of
beliefs.
Work produced each
week evidenced through
pupil files of work,
photographs and
learning journeys.
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5

BEE Happy: Learning about the dietary laws that govern
religions. Learning about vegetarianism and veganism.
Continuing to develop an understanding of all faiths and beliefs.
Winning and Losing: Learning about the key characters and
stories from the Old Testament and their historical context.
Introducing Judaism and developing humanist beliefs.

6

Cross-curricular Links
English Skills

Maths Skills
SMSC

British Values

Content of individual
lessons observed on a
regular basis through
the school provision
monitoring system.
All pupils:
Participate in Religion
and World Views lessons
for 1 hour a week.
Engage in acts of daily
collective worship
driven by the Thought
for the Week.
Develop their SMSC
knowledge.

How does RE support this?
Development of religious specific vocabulary
Development of storytelling skills
Regular speaking and listening activities
Understand object permanence
Understand time
Social: Interact with and help each other and exploring the world around us.
Moral: An understanding of feelings and emotions, identifying what is right
and wrong.
Spiritual: Evoke emotions of awe and wonder, learning to respect ourselves
and others.
Cultural: Learning about the life of religious figures, historical facts and
religious festivals.
Recognizing that Britain is a multi-cultural society, that discrimination is
unacceptable and that all beliefs are valid.

Extended Opportunities/ Celebration:





Weekly assemblies covering religious and secular celebrations
Guest speakers and visitors from all faiths and beliefs
Community visits to sites of religious significance
Thought for the Week, a time if reflection and discussion
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Home Cooking
Aims
Learning to cook is a fundamental human right, need and pleasure. At Winchelsea, pupils of all ages
and abilities have the opportunity to develop their cooking skills. For some this may be as
fundamental as having the chance to express preferences; for others it could be developing the trust
and courage to try something new. Over time, many will progress from preparing a simple healthy
snack to achieving a qualification.
The wider Winchelsea curriculum (SRE, Life Skills, My World, PE, English and Maths) all contribute to
the curriculum delivery of food education based on the principles laid out in our Food Policy Principles
& Goals.






Every pupil has access to safe, tasty, and nutritious food
Pupils develop a range of prep, cooking and common-sense skills that allow them to prepare
healthy, nutritious food safely
Pupils enjoy cooking and understand that sharing meals (and cooking skills) with friends and
family is good for their health, wellbeing and quality of life
Everyone understands what is meant by a balanced diet
Increase pupils' knowledge of food production and marketing, the impacts on personal health
and the wider environment

Curriculum Intent
Discoverers
(Inc. Explorers
and Seekers)

Enquirers

Enquirers
KS 4

Development of fine and gross motor skills. Opportunities to develop pro-social
behaviours and begin to attend and delay gratification. Use the basic principles of a
healthy and varied diet to prepare dishes. Begin to understand where food comes from.
Developing Gross and fine motor skills and beginning to develop the ability to follow
basic instructions and master context-specific sequences. Work with some success as a
pair and follow instructions from staff. Show awareness of the need to cook and eat a
healthy and varied diet. Prepare and cook a variety of predominantly savoury dishes
using a range of cooking techniques. Be aware of seasonality, and know that ingredients
are grown, reared, caught and may be processed. Learning is guided by the
requirements of the National Curriculum for Cooking & Nutrition for Key Stages 1 - 3.
Accreditation: Completing their accredited exam.
At an appropriate point during Key Stage 4 or Post-16 pupils are entered for the
Pearson HCS BTEC qualifications at Level 1 or Level 2.
Apply the principles of nutrition and health. Cook a repertoire of predominantly savoury
dishes so that they are able to feed themselves and others a healthy and varied diet.
Become competent in a range of cooking techniques [for example, selecting and
preparing ingredients; using utensils and electrical equipment; applying heat in different
ways; using awareness of taste, texture and smell to decide how to season dishes and
combine ingredients; adapting and using their own recipes]. Be aware of some sources
and understand seasonality in regard to a range of ingredients.
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Term

Cycle 3: Example of Subject Intent linked to Thematic Learning

1

Wonderful World

2

Treasure Seekers

3

Home- Sweet- Home

4

Roots – Shoots – Muddy Boots

5

Heathlands and habitats

6

Winners and Losers

Assessment
Peer/ Self-assessment/
Targets.

Cross-curricular Links

Cross-Curricular Links

How does Home Cooking support this?

STEAM

Develop knowledge and skills to try and use a variety of kitchen equipment
to develop creativity, explore and experiment with a variety of food.

English Skills

Practical use and development of ability to follow verbal and written
instructions. Embedding of sequence and c of subject specific vocabulary
relevant to learning activity, as well as thematic vocabulary where relevant.
Pupils have regular opportunities to practice their speaking and listening
skills. Opportunities for shared experience and discussion – social chit chat.
Comparatives and superlatives
Number is used regularly as are the skills of sorting and organising.
Weights, measures, volumes and the language of approximation. Use of
scales and practical, concrete understanding of concepts such as
temperature, surface area, thick/thin, big/small, bigger/biggest etc. Help to
understand object permanence.
Following instructions, team working, safety, hygiene and awareness of
healthy eating. Developing maturity, focus and attention.
‘Hands-on’ learning that promotes independence in practical, motivating,
confidence-building.
Social: Working with others, sharing equipment, developing teamwork.
Opportunities to be creative and share expertise and ideas. Being
supportive
Moral: Following rules clearly set out. Encouraging a Rights Respecting
culture to establish equal opportunities to learn.
Cultural: Increasing awareness of other’s needs, different cultures,
personal likes and dislikes. Create an environment where the diversity,
needs and achievement of all members of the school community are
recognised, valued and celebrated
Spiritual: Respect for ourselves and others, developing aspiration to achieve
their best.
Understanding through food to be aware and show respect for others. It is
recognised that eating together is a fundamental experience for all people;
a primary way to nurture and celebrate our commonality and diversity; and
an excellent bridge for building friendships, and pro-social skills and
behaviours

Maths Skills

PSHE

SMSC

British Values

Extended Opportunities/ Celebration:
‘Pop out’ days in support of charitable causes
Master Chef Award
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Qualifications and Accreditation: Outcomes at KS 4
Moving into KS 4 pupils will be working towards completing accredited subjects that are relevant to
their level and learning need. The qualifications are graded as:






Entry Level 1
Entry Level 2
Entry Level 3
Level 1 (equivalent to GCSE grades D-G)
Level 2 (Equivalent to GCSE grades A – C)

Entry Level: Entry Level in the UK is the lowest level in the National Qualifications Framework in England,
Wales, and Northern Ireland. Qualifications at this level recognise basic knowledge and skills and the
ability to apply learning in everyday situations under direct guidance or supervision. Learning at this
level involves building basic knowledge and skills and is not usually geared towards specific occupat ions.
Entry Level qualifications can be taken at three levels (Entry 1, Entry 2 and Entry 3 and are available in
a broad range of subjects.) They are targeted at a range of learners including those with learning
difficulties. The level after Entry Level in the National Qualifications Framework is Level 1, which is
equivalent to GCSE grades D-G. We currently offer entry levels in the following subjects:
English; Maths; ICT; Home Cooking; PE; Creative Arts; PSHE; Employability, Life Skills.
Edexcel Functional Skills: Some pupils in Years 10 and 11 begin working towards Functional Skills tests
in English, Maths and ICT. They will have three ‘windows’ of testing in each year to progress through
the tests and move them on to the next level. Some pupils will progress through to Level 1 and Level 2
in these exams.
OCR Life and Living Skills: This is a qualification that through the different units enables pupils to gain
knowledge in different subject areas. Through this award pupils will be developing knowledge and skills
in: Home Management (Cooking Skills), Horticulture and World of Work.
OCR PE Entry Level: Pupils are assessed in 2 different sports, complete a fitness programme as well as
commenting on performance and analysing how a skill is accomplished. Pupils can achieve Entry 1, 2
or 3.
Arts Award: The Arts Award is delivered at level Explore (equivalent to EL3), Bronze (Equivalent to a
Level 1 Award) depending on pupils abilities. To find out more about Arts Award.
Duke of Edinburgh’s Award: For the first time this year we are offering the Duke of Edinburgh Bronze
Award to all our year 11 pupils and some of our Year 10 pupils. Once Year 10 pupils have completed
their Bronze Award we will assess whether they are able to move onto the Silver Award. The Bronze
Award is equivalent to a Level 1 Award. To find out more about Duke of Edinburgh’s Award.
ASDAN: Pupil Progress: Complete subject work in English, Maths, PSHE, Employability and Life Skills to
achieve either the Award or Certificate. Each unit has a credit value (1 credit is equal to approximately 10
hours of learning). To achieve a qualification learners must gain credits by completing their chosen units and
providing clear evidence that they have met the full requirements of the unit.
Units can be built up in any combination to reach the total credit value required for a qualification.





Learners who accrue 8 credits will receive an Award qualification
Learners who accrue 14 credits will receive a Certificate qualification
Learners who accrue 25 credits will receive an Extended Certificate qualification
Learners who accrue 37 credits will receive a Diploma qualification.
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‘My Future Pathways’
Our vision is that through our careers programme pupils will develop,
“high aspirations for employment and become valued members of the workforce.”
Through our Person Centred careers programme we aim to equip pupils with the right skills,
information and passion to be able to voice their opinions and aspirations for their Post 16
provision with a clear understanding of their future possibilities for education and the world
of work.
My Future Pathways consists of 4 distinct but related strands:
• Careers Programme – preparation through Years 7- 11 to develop an understanding of
their skills, talents and the opportunities that they can access.
• Work Related Learning
• Business Enterprise programmes
• Work Based Experiences
Careers Programme: “My Future Pathways”.
We will be following a comprehensive careers programme that provide strands to increase
the pupil’s opportunities to understand more about their Post 16 options and the World of
work. ‘My Future Pathways’ is based on the Northern Ireland Careers programme designed
specifically for pupils with additional needs.
The programme runs from Year 7 – 11 and teaches pupils the skills, knowledge and
understanding they will require for work.
Careers guidance:
Pupils in Years 9, 10 and 11 have the opportunity to have a careers guidance meeting with
‘SAMEE Careers Company’ external provider, to support them making decisions in the future.
Parents are given the option to attend these meetings, if they desire. This is further
supported by a careers fayre to parents and pupils, held annually where parents can hear
from a variety of further education providers and other agencies who may be involved in
their child’s transition to further education and ultimately to access the world of work.
Links with industry and work experience:
In year 7 through to year 9 we will be linking with local businesses to find out and engage
with the working community, this will include STEAM talks.
In years 10 and 11 pupils have the opportunity to complete a work experience placement in
the local community. This further enables us to build relationships with employers and
where appropriate offer our pupil’s extended work experience.

Enterprise Development:
Working with Enterprise Co-ordinator – Ray Bursey.
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Meeting the 8 Gatsby Benchmarks of Good Career Guidance:
Winchelsea is developing opportunities to meet the statutory guidance for Careers through:

1. A stable careers programme: As above, curriculum is based on the NIC.
2. Learning from career and labour market information: Develop this area relevant for our
pupils needs.
3. Addressing the needs of each pupil: Through AR process, previous careers meetings and
teacher information.
4. Linking curriculum learning to careers: Development of STEM opportunities and linked to
the curriculum theme helps to link careers to the different areas of the curriculum.
5. Encounters with employers and employees: We are developing links with employers
through our Enterprise Co-ordinator and work experience.
6. Experiences of workplaces: Pupils have external work experience in years 10 and 11 in the
local area with local employers.
7. Encounters with further and higher education: Pupils visit local colleges and attend a
careers fayre to further understand what is available for them at Post 16.
8. Personal guidance: pupils in Years 9 - 11 receive careers guidance from an external
company.
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Provision to Support the Curriculum

Speech and Language
Occupational Therapy
Pupil Participation
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The model represents the curriculum support available to pupils and the process the school will follow
to offer appropriate support and monitor the effectiveness of the support.
Pupils will be able to access extra support if they are referred for not meeting their expected outcomes
or because they are demonstrating that they have talent in the areas of: English, Maths, PE and Music.
The Curriculum support for ICT will be a referral through to the Participation team due to concerns in
the curriculum raised over Esafety.
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Speech and Language Therapy
Communication and interaction are not the singular effort of the Speech Therapy team. Instead they
underpin everything we do as a school. We recognise that, in order to learn, a pupil must be able to
communicate and interact. We also recognise that, as facilitators of that learning, we as a school have
a responsibility to each pupil to ensure that they have their communicative needs met enabling them
to interact effectively, with ease and to their potential.
As a school we believe that:






Every pupil should be able to communicate, and be communicated with, in the best way for
them.
The staff should be well trained in the different ways to communicate and feel confident in
using sign, pictures and objects of reference to support speech and understanding.
Teaching, learning and assessment should reflect individual communication styles across the
curriculum.
Our parents should feel supported in managing their child’s communication preferences at
home.
Challenging behavior is recognized as a communication from a pupil, and positive strategies are
put in place to improve communicative function initially.

The Speech Therapy team aim to underpin this ethos by:












Profiling pupils communicative preferences, using a range of standardised and non
standardised assessments.
Being present in class and modeling good practice.
Providing training that is ongoing, supportive and functional.
Providing class teachers with strategies to make a ‘total communication’ environment.
Combining direct and indirect approaches to ensure communicative skill is developed in each
individual pupil.
Providing targets that are functional, relevant and achievable.
Supporting teachers with assessment where communication may prove a limiting factor.
Working within both the Royal College of Speech and Language Therapist clinical guidelines and
Department of Health guidelines.
Prioritizing evidence based practice.
Ensuring all therapists are licensed to practice by the Health Professions Council and members
of the Royal College of Speech and Language Therapists.
Working with our NHS colleagues, via appropriate referrals, to ensure the pupils of Winchelsea
receive the most comprehensive communication support possible.
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Service Delivery
We believe that for Speech and Language Therapy intervention to be truly effective it must be
continuous across all settings. For this reason our school service operates at three levels

School Level

•Curriculum
•Assessment
•Feedback
•Whole School
Environment

Class Level

•Teacher Training
•Assessment Support
•Diffferentiation
Support
•Class SALT targets

Pupil Level

•1:1 Therapy
•Class Programmes
• Group Therapy
•Parent Training

The Therapy Process at Pupil Level
Pupils are referred for direct therapy by teaching staff or parents. Once a referral has been made the
pupil is considered to be ‘open’ to SALT input and the process below is followed:

Assessment

Report

Goal Setting

Intervention

Review
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Assessment
We use a variety of assessment methods within the department, including formal standardized tests.
These are specialized language assessments and are only carried out by qualified Speech and Language
Therapists or closely supervised Speech Therapy Assistants. Common evaluation tests used are:






The CELF-4
The Pre-school CELF
The Reynell Developmental language Scales
The Pre School Language Scale
The Social Skills Improvement Scale

In addition to these we always do an informal observation (both in class and at play) and get an informal
language sample from pupils. Where a standardized test is not appropriate a detailed informal
assessment will be carried out using a play based technique, and includes a test of key word
comprehension. Where possible scores are considered with and without visual supports so that a pupils
responsiveness to symbols and sign can be ascertained alongside ‘pure’ expressive and receptive skills.
Results are analysed and compared to standardised results both at age (where possible) and at rough
cognitive age (based on W level). If no standardised score has been possible, results are compared to
developmental norms.

Report
Reports will be written after assessment completion and will contain information relating to the areas
of most impact for the pupil. Reports will be provided to parents, class teachers and are included in
Education and Health Care Plans

Goal Setting
All short term Speech and Language targets will be SMART (Specific Measurable Achievable Realistic
Time measured) and will be set within areas of need. Often the SMART target will form a small step of
a larger more functional goal. Where possible, this long term functional goal will also be on the pupils
Individual Education Plan. Where appropriate the Speech and Language targets will be linked to the
curriculum or attainment criteria and in all cases will have been discussed with the class teacher or link
Speech Therapy teaching assistant. In all cases class teams take equal responsibility for tracking
progress against these targets and contributing to the review process.

Intervention
Following the agreement of the management plan, a period of intervention begins. Intervention takes
place at four waves of support (see below). The Intervention wave is decided by the Speech and
Language Therapist based on what is the best for the pupil with the highest probability of success and
lowest risk. Intervention may be direct or indirect:
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Direct Intervention
The SALT will decide to begin direct Intervention when it will provide a measured positive functional
improvement for learning or self-esteem and:




The areas to be worked on demand the specific knowledge or skills of a trained Speech and
Language Therapist (SALT) or Assistant (SALTA - under the close supervision of a trained SALT);
It is necessary to closely assess and monitor progress or a particular skill over a period of time;
Work on a skill or an approach needs to take place initially within a structured 1:1 or group
setting and with the expertise of an SALT, before being transferred into a broader context.

In all cases direct therapy will be recorded according to Royall College of Speech and Language Therapist
Guidelines. Monitoring of progress is done half termly on a central spreadsheet, and fed back to
governors.
Indirect Intervention
Indirect intervention occurs either in conjunction with, or after, an episode of direct intervention from
a SALT or SALTA. Indirect intervention is provided to generalise the skill that has been learnt during
direct intervention. This usually consists of a specialist programme and resources from the SALT being
given to the teaching staff so that they can implement skill practice throughout the day. This will include
guidance, supervision and support from the SALT and SALTA. This will enable communication to become
effective and functional. Practice that occurs in a natural environment is more likely to become habitual
and, in turn, improve function self-esteem and learning.
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Pupil Participation (PP)
Aims:








Children will have an understanding of their emotions and be able to identify strategies,
resources and activities that help them feel happy and emotionally safe;
Children will be able to learn, apply and generalise strategies so that they are able to
emotionally regulate themselves;
Children will feel emotionally safe and resilient so that they are able to participate in their
learning in the classroom with peers and class staff;
We will work with other professionals and Parents / Carers to ensure that a wraparound
approach to behaviour management and emotional regulation is applied;
The voice of the children will be heard, they will contribute and participate in decisions about
themselves and the school;
Children will understand that their actions and behaviours impact on others;
Children will understand the difference between right and wrong and the rule of law.

Organisation
The Personal Development, Welfare and Behaviour Lead, including Designated Safeguarding Lead
(DSL) takes responsibility for the department. The DSL is supported by the Pupil Participation Lead
(PPL) who is also the school’s Emotional Literacy Support Assistant and holds the School Mental
Health Leader Certificate. There is also a Pupil Participation Assistant who supports with the delivery
of support throughout the school.
Identification – How do we know who needs additional support?
Children that are struggling will need additional support from that which is provided as part of the
normal classroom offer. In these circumstances the PP Team will work with stakeholders to help
create a positive change, below are some of the ways we identify an additional need for intervention.






Feedback from the Child;
Parent /Carer feedback;
Concerns identified by staff;
Attendance concerns;
IRIS/CPOMS/FAGUS – patterns of reporting;

Intent – what do our aims look like for children and families?








To support children to understand Helpful Choices in school and the wider community;
To develop positive attitudes and commitment to learning;
To involve and work with Parents /Carers;
To work with other services to provide wrap around care, strategies and resources;
To support Children to understand their emotions and develop self-regulation strategies;
To learn skills to develop and maintain friendships/relationships;
For all children to feel safe and heard.
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Intervention and support
Intervention to develop positive change takes place at three waves of support (see below). The DSL and
PPL will involve other stakeholders to formulate a plan based on what is the best for the child.
Intervention may be direct or indirect:

Wave 3
1:1 or group planned work including Emotional Literacy
or work overseen by an internal / external professional
1:1 work to model behaviour management strategy in
class session(s) to suppprt class team to change
behaviour.

Wave 2
Resource making, Participation Plan development with on
going support from PP Team

Wave 1
Reaction - crisis management and de-brief
Class team review and maintain Pupil Participation Plan strategies in place being consistently applied.

Implementation – How do we achieve our aims?








We work with outside agencies to gain guidance and advice when required;
Use tangible resources to support learning and understanding by using Small World, Puppets,
Lego and Comic Strips;
Develop personalised Toolkits to support emotional regulation;
Develop understanding of Helpful Choices;
Sessions delivered by the Emotional Literacy Support Assistant (ELSA);
Provide a listening ear to children to help them with their worries;
Engage parents to use resources and strategies.

Impact – How do we know we are achieving our aims?






Children will be calm and safe to return to class and return to their learning;
To recognise risk both online and offline including the use of mobile phones;
Children will have increased resilience, confidence and knowledge to keep healthy and safe;
Children will be responsible and respectful citizens of the school and wider community;
Children will be able to recognise the difference between right and wrong;
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